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Refer to the exhibit.
 

 
Which shows FortiClient EMS deployment profiles.
 
When an administrator creates a deployment profile on FortiClient EMS, which statement
about the deployment profile is true?
 
A. Deployment-1 will install FortiClient on new AD group endpoints 
B. Deployment-2 will install FortiClient on both the AD group and workgroup 
C. C. Deployment-2 will upgrade FortiClient on both the AD group and workgroup 
D. Deployment-1 will upgrade FortiClient only on the workgroup 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A FortiClient EMS administrator has enabled the compliance rule for the sales department.
Which Fortinet device will enforce compliance with dynamic access control?
 
A. FortiClient 
B. FortiClient EMS 
C. C. FortiGate 
D. FortiAnalyzer 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
 

Question No : 1
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Based on the Security Fabric automation settings, what action will be taken on
compromised endpoints?
 
A. Endpoints will be quarantined through EMS 
B. Endpoints will be banned on FortiGate 
C. An email notification will be sent for compromised endpoints 
D. Endpoints will be quarantined through FortiSwitch 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which two statements are true about the ZTNA rule? (Choose two. )
 
 
A. It enforces access control 
B. It redirects the client request to the access proxy 
C. It defines the access proxy 
D. It applies security profiles to protect traffic 
 

Question No : 4
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Answer: A,D

Explanation:  

"A ZTNA rule is a proxy policy used to enforce access control. ZTNA tags or tag groups

can be defined to enforce zero trust role based access. Security profiles can be configured

to protect this traffic." 

"ZTNA rules help control access by defining users and ZTNA tags to perform user

authentication and security posture checks. And just like firewall policies, you can control

the source and destination addresses, and apply appropriate security profiles to scan the

traffic." https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/7.0.0/ztna-

deployment/899992/configuring-ztna-rules-to-control-access 

 

 

 

Which component or device shares device status information through ZTNA telemetry?
 
 
A. FortiClient 
B. FortiGate 
C. FortiGate Access Proxy 
D. FortiClient EMS 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: FortiClient communicates directly with FortiClient EMS to continuously share

device status information through ZTNA telemetry. 

 

 

 

 

What does FortiClient do as a fabric agent? (Choose two.)
 
A. Provides IOC verdicts 
B. C. Automates Responses 
C. Creates dynamic policies 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Question No : 5
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Refer to the exhibits, which show a network topology diagram of ZTNA proxy access and
the ZTNA rule configuration.
 

 
An administrator runs the diagnose endpoint record list CLI command on FortiGate to
check Remote-Client endpoint information, however Remote-Client is not showing up in the
endpoint record list.
 
What is the cause of this issue?
 
 
 
 
A. Remote-Client failed the client certificate authentication. 
B. Remote-Client provided an empty client certificate to connect to the ZTNA access proxy. 
C. Remote-Client has not initiated a connection to the ZTNA access proxy. 
D. Remote-Client provided an invalid certificate to connect to the ZTNA access proxy. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
 

 
Based on the CLI output from FortiGate. which statement is true?

Question No : 7

Question No : 8
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A. FortiGate is configured to pull user groups from FortiClient EMS 
B. FortiGate is configured with local user group 
C. FortiGate is configured to pull user groups from FortiAuthenticator 
D. FortiGate is configured to pull user groups from AD Server. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

An administrator deploys a FortiClient installation through the Microsoft AD group policy
After installation is complete all the custom configuration is missing.
 
What could have caused this problem?
 
A. The FortiClient exe file is included in the distribution package 
B. The FortiClient MST file is missing from the distribution package 
C. FortiClient does not have permission to access the distribution package. 
D. The FortiClient package is not assigned to the group 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What is the function of the quick scan option on FortiClient?
 
A. It scans programs and drivers that are currently running, for threats. 
B. It allows users to select a specific file folder on their local hard disk drive (HDD), to scan
for threats. 
C. It performs a full system scan including all files, executable files, DLLs, and drivers for
threats. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A new chrome book is connected in a school's network.
 
Which component can the EMS administrator use to manage the FortiClient web filter
extension installed on the Google Chromebook endpoint?
 

Question No : 9

Question No : 10
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A. FortiClient site categories 
B. FortiClient customer URL list 
C. FortiClient web filter extension 
 

Answer: A

 

 

An administrator wants to simplify remote access without asking users to provide user
credentials.
 
Which access control method provides this solution"?
 
A. SSL VPN 
B. B. ZTNA full mode 
C. L2TP 
D. ZTNA IP/MAC filtering mode 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Refer to the exhibits.
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Based on the FortiGate Security Fabric settings shown in the exhibits, what must an
administrator do on the EMS server to successfully quarantine an endpoint. when it is
detected as a compromised host (loC)?
 
A. The administrator must enable remote HTTPS access to EMS. 
B. The administrator must enable FQDN on EMS. 
C. The administrator must authorize FortiGate on FortiAnalyzer. 
D. The administrator must enable SSH access to EMS. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

An administrator installs FortiClient on Windows Server.
 
What is the default behavior of real-time protection control?
 
A. Real-time protection must update AV signature database 
B. Real-time protection sends malicious files to FortiSandbox when the file is not detected
locally 
C. Real-time protection is disabled 
D. Real-time protection must update the signature database from FortiSandbox 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.
 

Question No : 14
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